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Temporada Alta with the ECClub
This year Catalonia Today sponsors Temporada
Alta festival. ECClubbers have the opportunity
to win invitations for the best plays, shows and
concerts. To participate in the draw contact: ec-
club@cataloniatoday.cat.

Join our ECClub to enjoy the English
language and culture in Catalonia
Whether you are a native English speaker who
wants cultural activities in your mother tongue
or a Catalan who wants to improve and pract-
ise your English, Catalonia Today has just the
thing for you. For less than six euros a month,
our English Culture Club offers a whole world of
activities, resources and reading groups held in
Abacus stores around the country. More in-
formation at ecclub@cataloniatoday.cat. Here
are a few of our specials for this month:

Guided visit in Girona’s old quarter
On Saturday, November 16, Catalonia Today
offers a free guided visit in Girona. From 10h to
13h ECClubbers will have the opportunity to
enjoy one of Europe’s best preserved Jewish
quarters, the spectacular Carolingian wall and
the Cathedral, with the widest Gothic nave in
the world. Contact ecclub@cataloniatoday.cat.

Wine tastings in English
For all those who want to learn more about
wine while practising English at the same time,
we offer courses in Vilafranca del Penedès with
the wine professional Andrew Ashurst. Contact
ecclub@cataloniatoday.cat for special offers.

The other day, as part of an
Interview-Your-Own-
Parents project at school,
my daughter, aged ten,
asked me when I wrote
my first book. I thought
I’d managed to blank out
that early novel, but un-
fortunately her question
jogged my memory: it
was about Rudolph Val-
entino – for Christ’s sake
– and I wrote it when I
was 18. Then I recalled
my second novel – until
then also blissfully for-
gotten – which I com-
pleted when I was 22, and
considered just about
good enough to send to a
couple of publishers, who
didn’t think it was nearly
good enough to publish. As I
was explaining this to my
daughter, suddenly my entire
writing life – all 40 years of it
– flashed before my eyes: the
relentless rejection slips blu-
tacked to my door; the spas-
modic sinking feelings when I
feared I would never, ever get
published; the happily well-
received readings with the
Basement Writers in Lon-
don’s Cable Street; the switch
from (for me) clunky British
English to (for me) malleable
Catalan; the first subsequent,
eked out publications (a six
page story in 1990, a 28 page
one in 1993, and finally a 202
page novel in 1996); the sweet
smell of commercial success
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with a fast-written road book
in 2000 (a sweetness which
turned sour when this book
started to overshadow all later
ones, no matter how much
better they were and how
much more work had gone
into them); the blows to the
mental equivalent of the solar
plexus delivered by certain
negative reviews; the natural
temptation to hit the bottle to
ward off the slings and arrows
of outrageous publishing
decisions; and the return to
English – a language which by
then had become (for me) as
malleable as Catalan – that
resulted in the latest novel,
which is currently bobbing
about on Amazon waiting for
a mainstream publisher to
cast a welcoming net.

Psychologically, all this –

and it is nothing exceptional
for those who indulge in writ-
ing – can be wearisome at
times, which makes my
daughter’s second question
highly pertinent: Why do you
write? To which I can only
give the pat but inevitable
answer: because by writing I
can say things that I can’t say
any other way (and if I didn’t
say them, I’d end up in a state
a lot worse than my current
one). In short: when you’re
standing on the tracks, so the
saying goes, you can see the
train coming – your literary
fate, in this case –  and like so
many writers, I stepped onto
the sleepers in my teens and
have been simply standing
my ground for decades, wait-
ing for the rails to sing. End
of story.

1. "to blank out" means:
a) to delete the content of something b) to change
the content c) to forget about something com-
pletely d) to finish

2."jog my memory" means:
a) made me remember b) made me forget c)
something unforgettable d) something lost

3."blissfully forgotten" means:

Colloquial comments Here is a quiz to see whether you picked up the meaning of some of the more col-

loquial phrases in Matthew’s article.

a) ignored by others b) a guilty feeling c) unpopular
d) conveniently forgotten

4. a "road book" is:
a) a travel guide b) a book about cars c) the story
or a personal journey d) a walking guide

5. "to hit the bottle" means:
a) to drink a lot of alcohol b) to become violent c)
to become depressed d) to try to do things better

Solutions: 1-c, 2-b, 3-d, 4-c, 5-a
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